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TRIG’s Journey Since IPO (July 2013)
 Market

 56

capitalisation > £1bn, sector-leading

diversified projects wind, solar & storage (18 at IPO)

 774MW

of portfolio generating capacity (256MW at IPO)

 Generation consistent with budget
~1/2% of UK electricity, ~2% of renewables

 Over

 TSR

£135m of dividends paid since IPO – on target
of 8.4% since IPO vs 7.4% for the FTSE All-Share1

1. Based on share price plus dividends from IPO to 30 June 2017 on an annualised basis. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
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TRIG’s Approach
Innovators in the renewables infrastructure sector

Expertise

Discipline

Scale

Social
Responsibility



Fast-evolving market



Staying ahead of the curve – multi-sector, batteries



Taking lead in market education



Continued new allocations to renewables



Sectors can and do overheat



TRIG’s selectivity across its target markets



Cost benefits continue



Liquidity



Teams at InfraRed and RES



Safety paramount



Set example from Board down



444,000 homes powered, 666,000 tonnes CO2 avoided
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Markets and Technology

Four Burrows, England
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Scale of the Global Market for Renewables
Renewables is now mainstream
Renewables as % of Global Power Capacity1
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Installed Wind Capacity (GW)2
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13%

12%

14%
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15%
10%

2015

17%
11%

2016

Renewable capacity change as a % of global capacity change (net)
Renewable power as a % of global power capacity
Renewable power as a % of global power generation

A long way to go…


c.11% of 2016 world electricity production from renewables
(with 17% of capacity)

1. Renewables figure excludes large-hydro. Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
2. Source: Global Wind Energy Council
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European Renewables Penetration
EU broadly on track to 2020 targets

% of gross final energy consumption

Share of Energy Consumption From Renewable Sources1
80
70

2020 target achieved
2020 target

60
50

2015 position
2004 position

40
30
20
10
0

1. Eurostat, March 2017
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Sustained Investor Demand
Record allocations to renewables
Unlisted Infrastructure Dry Powder
(by fund’s primary geographic focus)

Completed Infrastructure Deals
(by category)

2009-2017 ($bn)

Q2 2017

Renewables

Source: Preqin Infrastructure Online
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The Listed Sector in a Global Context
London-listed sector versus global peers
North American
Continental European
London-listed

Share price reset to 100 at IPO (or July 2013 price if IPO was earlier). North America includes: Pattern Energy, Brookfield Renewable Partners, Nextera Energy
Partners, Atlantica Yield, Terraform Power and Terraform Global. Continental Europe includes: Albioma SA, Scatec Solar, Capital Stage, Saeta Yield and Falck
Renewables. London-listed includes: BSIF, UKW, JLEN, TRIG, NESF and FSFL. Source: Thomson Reuters
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Renewables Drivers

Carbon
Mitigation
Cost
Improvement

Energy Security
Renewables – Solving the “Trilemma”
11
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(1) Carbon Mitigation

Paris 2015
broad consensus

USA
underlying momentum

UK & Ireland
long-term commitment

China
national imperative

France
new administration reaffirming policy

Japan
denuclearised / energy security

Germany
denuclearised / powering on

Australia
reinvigorated

Broad Global Momentum – No Looking Back
12
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(2) Cost Improvement
Cost ($/MWh)

Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) /
CfDs / Auction Results1 ($/MWh)

250

LCOE

What is behind competitivity?

PV- crystalline silicone
Wind - offshore
Wind - onshore



Technical developments
(e.g. bigger turbines, cheaper panels)



Economies of scale including
streamlined operating & maintenance



Improving knowledge & techniques
reducing risk premium



Subsidy auctions driving competition in
supply chain, developers

200
CFD / Auction price
UK offshore wind

150

100
UK offshore wind
French PV
Dutch offshore wind
German
Danish offshore wind
onshore wind

50

German PV
German offshore
wind2

0
H1 2014

H2 2014

H1 2015

H2 2015

H2 2016

H2 2016

1. InfraRed / Bloomberg New Energy Finance
2. Bid without subsidy (power prices only) – illustrated power price is an approximation

Renewables competitive
with fossil generation

H1 2017
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(3) Energy Security
An illustration of Western Europe’s changing power mix

2000
Coal

2020

2040

Coal

Nuclear
Gas

Nuclear

Flexible Power

Gas

Nuclear

Gas

Renewables

Renewables



Centralised



In transition



Distributed



Heavily regulated



Subsidised



Commercial



Domestic focus



Increasingly traded



Connected
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Main graphic: InfraRed. Background map: www.entsoe.eu
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European Power Capacity
Expected prevalence of renewables - combined with flexible capacity
European Cumulative Installed Capacity
(past and expected)

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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Embedding Renewables
An evolving balancing act

Past
Intermittent
Generation
Standby

Baseload

Flexible
Capacity

Future

Peak

High
Inertia

Peak

Low
Inertia

Baseload

Baseload

Baseload

SUPPLY

DEMAND

SUPPLY

DEMAND
Demand-Side
Response

High levels of inertia driven by heavy
rotating devices
Source: InfraRed: Schematic only for illustration

Lower levels of inertia from solar panels &
wind turbines
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Standby Energy & Storage
A variety of technologies utilised across a range of needs
Function

Timescale

Years

▲

Reduce congestion

▲

Defer upgrades to transmission &
distribution infrastructure

▲

Ensure adequate generation &
capacity available to grid

▲

Balance supply & demand on forward
energy curve (day ahead / intraday)

▲

Firm grid availability
− Black start
− Voltage support
− Spinning reserve
− Frequency regulation

Market Segment

Typical
Technology

T&D network
planning

Capacity market

Fossil,
Pumped
Hydro

Days

Seconds

Source: InfraRed

Future
potential
for
batteries

Balancing & arbitrage
markets

Ancillary
services market

Fossil,
Flywheels etc.

Batteries
(today)
17
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Managing Frequency Volatility
Flexible generation / energy storage for short duration capacity

▲

▲

Managing frequency volatility requires either:
−

Inertial capacity already online (i.e. existing thermal generation)

−

Capacity which can be switched on to react quickly

Flexible generation & energy storage: best positioned for quick reaction capacity

Source: InfraRed: Schematic only for illustration
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Energy Storage: Batteries Quickly Establishing Role
Falling costs driving deployments
Global Commissioned Utility-Scale
Battery Energy Storage (MW)
745

MW

122
467
126
247

151

148

143
50
91

87
56

53
77

2011

2012

2013

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

363

151

190

EMEA
APAC
AMER

260

56
2014

2015

2016
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Energy Storage: Battery Technologies
Lithium ion as standard; flow & other technologies in venture development
Technology Mix of Utility-Scale
Commissioned Battery Energy Storage Projects
% by MW

% by MW
12%

12%

32%
51%

16%
15%
6%

4%

5%

29%

15%

1%

18%

3%
6%

Other
Flow batteries

87%
55%

4%

57%

66%

98%

58%

Sodium sulphur batteries

30%
2011

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

2012

Lead-based batteries

Lithium-ion batteries

2013

2014

2015

2016

H1 2017
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Energy Storage
Market expected to follow solar PV experience curve
▲

Pricing

Battery Price Survey Data

1,600

$/MWh
1,400

▲

Standardized technology configuration

689
642
599

1,200

Range between maximum & minimum price reported

1,000

▲

Maturing manufacturers

▲

EPC & O&M market

800

H1 2012:
$689/kWh
Volume-weighted average

600

2016:
$273/kWh

400

▲

Degradation and replacement intervals

200
0

▲

Warranties for central components
(batteries, inverters)

Monthly MWh of Sales of Batteries in New EVs
MWh

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

H
H
1…
2…
1…

2012
Chart data source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

1,500
1,000
500
0

2013

2014

2015

2016
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Investment Rationale for Energy Storage
▲

Frequency Regulation: revenues may be availability-based
for an initial period – no wholesale power price exposure

▲

Diversification

▲

Will become complementary to renewable generation
−

To lower balancing costs: by giving dispatching control
over a weather-dependent generation source

−

For time-based arbitrage: to maximize secured power prices

▲

By investing now TRIG enhances expertise to address
further storage projects as they emerge

▲

Opportunities to increase returns from wider TRIG portfolio

Attractive New Segment
Note: Picture is of an operational battery storage plant in the US, developed and maintained by RES.
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Reducing Cost of Renewables
UK market: evolution towards subsidy free
Project Revenue Mix1
Past
Present
Future
Solar
PV

Power
Market

Power
Market

Onshore
Wind

0.9 ROCs+

Limited
number of
CfDs

Power Market
Offshore
Wind

Up to 2.0
ROCs

• Flexible scale
• Output predictability
• Reducing panel costs

• A “thinner” developer
/ O&M market
• Seasonality

• Larger scale
• Strong supply chain
• Cost advantage in
best locations

• Output variable
• Community factors
(e.g.
noise/flicker/visual/
planning applications)

(no subsidy)

1.2 ROCs+

Power
Market

Differentiators
Benefits
Aspects to manage

CfDs
(15 years)

Power
Market
(no subsidy)

Power
Market
(no subsidy)

• Massive scale
• Accessibility for O&M
• High load factors
• Budgeting specific risks
• O&M history & supply
(e.g. corrosion)
chain (UK global leader) • Ownership structures

1. For period of subsidy scheme.
Excludes smaller elements of revenue such as embedded benefits. ROCs generally available for 20 years post-commissioning. Schematic only.
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Investing in a Zero Subsidy World

▲

Sensitivity analysis

▲

Structuring options to mitigate project risks
−

No (or lower) leverage

−

Hedging power prices

−

Corporate PPAs

▲

▲

Maintaining a balanced portfolio:
power price exposure & inflation correlation
−

ROC projects: continue to come to the market

−

Feed-in tariff and CfD projects: lower power price
exposure & typically stronger inflation correlation

Greater visibility for repowering

Graphic by M. Garde - Self work (Original by: José-Manuel Benitos), CC BY-SA 3.0.

Disciplined approach to an
evolving market
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Debt Structure: Term Project Debt
Disciplined approach
▲ Limited to 50% of portfolio enterprise value
▲ Quantum depends on project risks

Project Category
(Younger = <10yrs)

Gearing1
typically
available

▲ Fully amortising within period of firm power prices

TRIG’s portfolio at 30/9/2017
Average
% of
# of
gearing1 portfolio projects

(i.e. the subsidy period)
−

Average subsidy period remaining: 14 years

−

Average debt tenor: 12 years

Younger solar projects

70-80%

<60%

15%

22

Younger wind projects

60-70%

<50%

34%

10

<30%

20%

13

0%

32%

11

▲ Limited exposure to interest rate rises

Older projects
▲ Cost of debt reflects terms when taken out,

average cost c. 4.7% (range 2.4% to 6.0%)

Ungeared projects

36%

Source: TRIG
1. Gearing expressed as debt as percentage of enterprise value

56
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Debt Structure: Short-term Acquisition Debt
Disciplined approach
▲

▲

Limit to 30% portfolio value (~ 15% enterprise
value if projects 50% geared)

Amount drawn at % of Portfolio
30/9/2017
Value

Repaid from retained cash and equity raises
Revolving Acquisition Facility

▲

£150m facility, 3-year revolving, renewal 2019

▲

LIBOR + 205 bps

Source: TRIG
1. Gearing expressed as debt as percentage of enterprise value

£25m

<3%
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Construction Projects
Case Study: Freasdail Wind Farm (2016-17)
▲ Strong manager experience

Offloading turbine components
at Campbeltown Harbour, Kintyre

Constructing the turbine base

Transporting turbine components

Attaching the turbine blades

▲ Established risk management

techniques
▲ Favourable pricing
▲ TRIG’s construction projects

completed on schedule

Capitalising on
upstream experience

27
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Navigating Power Prices

trig-ltd.com

The Power Curve
Where does it come from?


Leading power price forecasters



Each provides revised forecasts 3 or 4 times a year



Each has own model and methodology



TRIG updates valuation and forecast to reflect new curves twice a year
Blended power curve (real)1

1. Power price forecasts used in the Directors’ valuation for each of GB, Northern Ireland and France are based on analysis by the Investment Manager using data from leading

29

power market advisers. In the illustrative blended price curve, the power price forecasts are weighted by P50 estimates of production for each of the projects in the Company’s
30 June 2017 portfolio.
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Constituents of Power Price Forecasts
Wholesale Power Price = Short-Run Marginal Cost + Capital Return / Profit

Scarcity rent

Fuel costs

Carbon price

Short-run
marginal cost

Wholesale
electricity
price

Variable
costs
System
OPEX

Note: Schematic only for illustration.
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Theoretical Marginal Cost Supply Curve
Marginal plant sets wholesale price

Demand

Price

System SRMC

Marginal plant

Capacity
Note: Schematic only for illustration.
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Short-Run Marginal Cost Supply Curve (Merit Order)
Gas-fired power tends to set the marginal price
£/MWh

Min. Demand

Average Demand

Max. Demand

100

80

Peaking
plant

60

Coal
Gas

40

Biomass &
Interconnectors

20

Nuclear
Renewables

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Cumulative Capacity (GW)
Note: Schematic only for illustration.
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Constituents of Power Prices
Key elements: natural gas and carbon prices
£/MWh, Real 2017
70

2020

2030
60

60
50
45
40
30

Scarcity uplift
Transmission charges and BSUoS
Carbon price
Impact of Gas price

20

Lower marginal cost production impact

10
0
-10
Note: Schematic only for illustration.
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Why Do Forecasters Assume Real Power Price Growth?
Projected increases in gas and carbon prices
 Gas

prices expected to increase from current low levels

-

Current gas supply excess expected to turn into shortfall

-

Asian power demand to grow with GDP and also switching from coal to gas

-

New gas facilities require higher prices to be profitable

 Carbon

prices – expected to increase as EU policies take effect

 Overall

UK / EU electricity demand – modest growth projected

 Power

plant retirements + slow new builds => tighter power market

34
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Other Factors Impacting on Power Prices
 Currency

movements

-

Gas is increasing imported – from Europe, Middle-East and US

-

LNG increasingly the price setter – priced in dollars

-

As a result power prices and forecasts are sensitive to FX

 New
-

gas generation – where is new capacity coming from?

Forecasters assume Capacity Market provides the incentive

 Carbon
-

pricing policies

Both EU and UK expected to support increases

 International

politics

-

May impact LNG supply, demand and pricing

-

Interconnectors / pipelines – interruptions to supply possible

-

Brexit – currency / GDP / new build-out assumptions may change
35
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Power Market Differences
 Ireland
-

Ireland’s Single Energy Market

-

SEM heavily influenced by GB (though priced in Euro)

-

GB and SEM interconnected – tend to move in parallel

UK / European Interconnectors

Operational
Proposed

 France
-

Less influenced by gas than UK – but gas expected to be influential in the
future

-

Current carbon prices lower than GB but expected to align over time

-

Interconnected with neighbouring countries

36
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Power Purchase Agreements
Typical route to market


Renewable Generators sell their electricity via Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs)



PPAs typically take one of two structures:
-

Fixed Price

-

% discount to a Electricity index



Generator Electricity Price = Electricity Price Index x (1 – %Discount)



% Discount consists of the Intermittent Generator Balancing Costs,
Admin Costs, plus Purchaser Profit

37
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Capture Prices
Key elements for a renewables generator
A generator’s electricity capture price depends on:


-

Chosen electricity index

-

% discount / balancing cost

-



“Cannibalisation”
(large quantities of correlated intermittent generation impacting on wholesale electricity prices)

Depending on the risk profile there are a number of electricity indexes that a generator may choose from which
are based around base load production, such as:

Fixed / FiT
(where available)

Season Ahead
(Summer/Winter)

Day Ahead

Intra-Day

% Discount

n/a

10%+

5% - 7%

4% - 5%

Cannibalisation

n/a

n/a

X

XX

Price Volatility

n/a

Low

Source: RES. Illustrative only.

More
38
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Optimising Power Prices
Portfolio approach to PPAs



TRIG has a range of PPAs with a variety of indexes



Diversification / use of different indices helps manage
exposure to price volatility



TRIG’s generation is weather-dependent & intermittent:
may not benefit from intraday price spikes

Day
Ahead
36%

Fixed
32%

TRIG’s
current UK
PPAs

Season
Ahead
13%

Day
Ahead
(option to
fix)
19%
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Optimising Power Prices
Potential to increase capture prices



Season-ahead & floors: becoming scarcer



Increasing competition from PPA providers: reducing discounts



Further discount compression potential:
-

Scale of tenders through aggregation of portfolio

-

Profit sharing: potentially with some balancing risk

-

Selling through trading platforms: flexibility on choice of index

-

Selling “firmer” power with the benefit of storage & flexible generation

40
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Our Approach to Performance Optimisation

Hill of Towie, Scotland
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RES’ Operating Experience


Over 35 years of experience in renewables



Delivered over 13 GW of renewable projects



Worldwide we support 2.8 GW of operating wind farms / solar parks / energy storage assets



Dedicated team of over 200 people providing services on over 70 projects



24 hour control room for remote monitoring

Control Centre

Solar O&M

Wind turbine maintenance
42
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Our Approach To Project Optimisation

Project Design

1st Day of Operation

Long-Term Operations

Performance Upgrades

Long-term performance
built-in

Project set up to deliver
maximum value

Maximise Up-time
throughout life cycle

Always looking to improve
performance

Reliability-Centred Maintenance
Optimising revenue all the time

43
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Models for Maintenance Planning

Run-to-failure

Cost

Maintenance-to-schedule

Cost

Cost

Reliability-centred maintenance
Reliability
Engineering

44
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Data-Driven Approach to Reliability-Centred Maintenance


Automated daily check



Monthly health checks



Condition monitoring tracking



Periodic plant inspections and assessments



Fleet-focused multi-technology

45
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Wind Case Study: Maximising Production

Power output was not following
correct performance curve.
Active Power (kW)

A controller bug reduced output
by 1-2%.

Production improvement
circa £10k p.a.

Wind Speed (m/s)

•

Before

•

After

Single dot = 10 minute data average
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Wind Case Study: Predicting Component Failure


Gearbox vibration



Vibration condition monitoring to avoid major component failure
Track failure development to optimise component exchange

24 months
47
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Wind Case Study: Preventative Maintenance

Gearbox failure
Run to failure

£165,000

Preventative maintenance £70,000
Saving

£95,000

NB costs include maintenance and lost
production

48
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Solar & Storage: Rapid Response
24h Monitoring

Performance
anomaly
identified
Each site reports up to
10,000 measurements
every 5 minutes

Performance Analysis

Solar & Storage Portfolio
Site Response

Diagnosis
completed

49
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Solar & Storage: Optimisation
Solar Panels
Power Grid
Inverter
Energy

Battery Storage

Direct
Current

Alternating
Current
Energy

Energy
© Dashu83 - Freepik.com



Inverter optimisation can have a big impact on project performance



Panel or battery cell optimisation has 2nd order impact
50
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Solar Case Study: Inverter Upgrade

Inverter upgrade


Cable reconfiguration



Temperature monitoring



Capacitor testing

Revenue increased by £40k
p.a. after one inverter upgrade

Time (months)
51
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Solar Case Study: Thermographic Drone Survey

Hot panels producing
energy but not at
maximum efficiency

Panels replaced under warranty,
increasing revenue by £44k p.a.
52
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Further Value – Life Extensions
Maximising economic life




Commercial
-

Planning consent

-

Contracts

Technical
-

Equipment condition

-

Enhanced monitoring

-

Capital investment

-

Changed operating strategies

-

Safety / HSQE

Assessing tower natural frequency

53
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Further Value – Repowering
Replacing infrastructure



When?



Planning permission



Plant evolution



What stays, what goes?



Contracts



Subsidy free



Safety / HSQE



Skill set

54
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Further Value

 Extending

 Life

sites

extensions

 Co-locating

additional technologies

 Repowering

Crystal Rig, Scotland
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Closing

Altahullion, Northern Ireland
trig-ltd.com

Closing Remarks

Expertise in identifying value opportunities

Investment discipline
Asset optimisation

Strong fundamentals driving sector growth
57
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Important Information
By attending the meeting where this presentation is made, or by reading the presentation slides, you agree to be bound by the following limitations:
This document is an advertisement and is not a prospectus. Any decision to purchase shares in The Renewables Infrastructure Company Limited (the "Company") should be made solely on the basis of the Company’s prospectus and
trading updates published by the Company, which are available from the Company Website, www.trig-ltd.com.
The information in this document has been prepared by the Company solely to give an overview of the Company. This document has not been approved by the UK Financial Conduct Authority or any other regulator. This document
does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer, invitation or inducement to purchase or subscribe for any securities nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any
contract or commitment whatsoever. This document does not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

This document is being distributed in the UK to, and is directed only at, persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of "investment professionals" in Article 19(5) of, or a
person falling within Article 49(2) (High Net Worth Companies, etc.) of, the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 of the United Kingdom (all such persons together being referred to as "relevant
persons"). Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this presentation or this document or any of its contents. In the EEA the Company’s shares will only be offered to the extent that the Company: (i) is
permitted to be marketed into the relevant EEA jurisdiction pursuant to Article 42 of the AIFMD (if and as implemented into local law); or (ii) can otherwise be lawfully offered or sold (including on the basis of an unsolicited request from
a professional investor).
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, or opinions contained herein. Neither the Company, nor
any of the Company's advisers or representatives, including its investment manager, InfraRed Capital Partners Limited, and its operations manager, Renewable Energy Systems Limited, shall have any responsibility or liability
whatsoever (for negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document. Neither the Company nor any other person is under an
obligation to keep current the information contained in this document.
The information communicated in this document contains certain statements that are or may be forward looking. These statements typically contain words such as "expects" and "anticipates" and words of similar import. By their
nature forward looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that will occur in the future. An investment in the Company will involve certain risks. In particular, certain
figures provided in this presentation rely in part on large and detailed financial models; there is a risk that errors may be made in the assumptions or methodology used in a financial model. The Company’s targeted returns are based
on assumptions which the Company considers reasonable. However, there is no assurance that all or any assumptions will be justified, and the Company’s returns may be correspondingly reduced. In particular, there is no assurance
that the Company will achieve its distribution and IRR targets (which for the avoidance of doubt are targets only and not profit forecasts). A summary of the material risks relating to the Company and an investment in the securities of
Company are set out in the section headed "Risk Factors" in the prospectus dated 27 April 2016 published by the Company in relation to its Share Issuance Programme (the April 2016 Prospectus) and in any related supplementary
prospectuses, which are available from the Company’s website.
The publication and distribution of this document may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions and therefore persons into whose possession this document comes or who attend any presentation should inform themselves about and
observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions could result in a violation of the laws of such jurisdiction. In particular, this document and the information contained herein, are not for publication or
distribution, directly or indirectly, to persons in the United States (within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act")) or to entities in Canada, Australia or Japan. The securities
of the Company have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act and may not be offered or sold in the United States except to certain persons in offshore jurisdictions in reliance on Regulation S. Neither these slides
nor any copy of them may be taken or transmitted into or distributed in Canada, Australia, Japan or any other jurisdiction which prohibits the same except in compliance with applicable securities laws. Any failure to comply with this
restriction may constitute a violation of the United States or other national securities laws.
This presentation and subsequent discussion may contain certain forward looking statements with respect to the financial condition, results of operations and business of the Company and its corporate subsidiaries (the “Group”).
These forward-looking statements represent the Group’s expectations or beliefs concerning future events and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainty that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially
from those expressed or implied in such statements. Additional detailed information concerning important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially is available in the Company’s Annual Results, Interim Results, the April
2016 Prospectus and other RNS announcements, all of which are available from the Company's website. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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